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DESIGNED
BY THE WIND

HELMETS 135134134

Winning attitude
Dynamic design

Superior security



HELMETS 135134

The inner pad in variable thickness three-dimensional 
fabric, combined with the adjustable straps with Fidlock 
closure make the Bravo helmet extremely comfortable. 

On the rear side of the helmet, reflex inserts ensure a 
further visibility of the athlete for pedaling in total safety.

FIDLOCK
Closing system
magnetic

Bravo - design and safety come together. This model has 
captivating and gritty lines combined with lightness of the 
curves that distinguish it. Bravo will attract you at first sight. 

The In Mold configuration makes Bravo solid but at the 
same time light. External shell in polycarbonate and layer 
of expanded polystyrene (EPS), to create a particularly 
aerodynamic design that absorbs shocks well. Ensuring 
you freedom of movement and granting you total safety. 

The air flux managed by 22 ventilation holes enters from 
the front area and comes out of the rear openings favoring 
a very fast heat dissipation and guaranteeing excellent 
thermal regulation under the helmet. Improving comfort 
and performance in total safety.

Lightweight with captivating lines for amazing performance.

Possibility of adjustment
horizontal and vertical



HELMETS 137136

ConStruCtion expanded polystyrene
sintered (EPS)

SHELL polycarbonate (PC)

WEiGHt 265gr (size S/M)

FEaturES Padding With Protective Net
1 padding aero-max

SiZE S/M 52/56cm - L/XL 56/62cm
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READY
SET
VOLO

A l e s s a n d r o  B a l l a nHELMETS 139138138



HELMETS 139138

aerodynamic evolution
aggressive design

overbearing security

READY TO CONQUER THE STREET



HELMETS 141140

The micrometric closure Up-System Fit beyond to the 
classic adjustment wheel, it also allows you to choose 
between 3 vertical adjustments.
Combined with the inner padding in three-dimensional 
fabric with variable thickness, treated with an antibacterial 
process, guarantees a perfect fit.

Volo redefines the canons of helmet safety. Proving itself 
up to the certification tests with the highest ratings. It 
overcome the rigid protection standard’s controls.

The internal structure of the helmet in expanded 
polystyrene sintered (EPS) is used to absorb the kinetic 
impact in case of crash. The external part in polycarbonate 
(PC) acts as a shield against perforation and increases long 
lasting durability. The two structures, joined together with 
the Inmoulding system, guarantee absolute safety.

The structure of Volo helmet was designed to achieve 
maximum levels of ventilation and internal channeling of 
the air. Aerodynamic drag reduced by 9% (compared to a 
traditional helmet) allows you to improve performance and 
pedaling skills on every day roads.

Innovative design ready to become an Icon in the elite of 
cycling helmets.

ConStruCtion expanded polystyrene sintered (EPS)

SHELL polycarbonate (PC)

WEiGHt 210gr (size S/M)

FEaturES Padding With Protective Net
1 padding aero-max

SiZE S/M 52/56cm - L/XL 56/62cm

ref.9511
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UNICO
RISULTATO A l e s s a n d r o  B a l l a n

avantguard technology
aerodynamic research
Safety at the highest levels

HELMETS 143142142

Primo is made with the In-molding system, which 
provides for the union of the internal polystyrene 
shell sintered foam (EPS) to the outer shell in 
polycarbonate (PC), to maximize safety of athletes.

The position and size of the 10 front air intakes have 
been designed to ensure an improved aerodynamics 
flux and constant ventilation inside the helmet; the 6 
rear ventilation holes direct the air flows and increase 
significantly the ventilation and dispersing heat.

The development and design of Primo’s occipital part, 
guarantees an efficient air flow whatever position 
the athlete takes.



HELMETS 143142

The Up-Fit System allows a micrometric adjustment of the helmet in 
width and height combined with the Ergo-Light straps that ensure 
a perfect fit designed to follow your movements like a second skin. 
230gr (in size S / M) of comfort and lightness satisfy even the 
demands of the most demanding athletes.
The internal padding with open cell construction coupled with the 
three-dimensional fabric with variable thickness from 5 to 8 mm 
guarantees a perfect fit ensuring protection and ventilation.

Thanks to the new “Fitting Foam” technology, the Primo 
helmet offers a new level of comfort given by the insert in 
soft material with quick memory that allows you to isolate the 
forehead from the EPS shell, drastically reducing vibrations 
and at the same time increasing safety while maintaining the 
helmet in a more stable position.
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ConStruCtion expanded polystyrene sintered (EPS)

SHELL polycarbonate (PC)

WEiGHt 230gr (size S/M)

FEaturES Padding With Protective Net
1 padding aero-max

SiZE S/M 52/56cm - L/XL 56/62cm

ref.9501
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ConStruCtion expanded polystyrene sintered (EPS)

SHELL polycarbonate (PC)

WEiGHt 230gr (size S/M)

FEaturES Padding With Protective Net
1 padding aero-max

SiZE S/M 52/56cm - L/XL 56/62cm

ref.9500
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145144 HELMETS

ConStruCtion expanded polystyrene sintered (EPS)

SHELL polycarbonate (PC)

WEiGHt 230gr (size S/M)

FEaturES Padding With Protective Net
1 padding aero-max

SiZE S/M 52/56cm - L/XL 56/62cm

ref.9501
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ref.9286

New helmet of the Gist Helmets range, Sonar: protection, 
comfort and design in a single helmet. Extremely ventilated 
thanks to the 25 ventilation holes that guarantee a 
continuous dispersion of sweat in any position the athlete 
hires. Also available in the innovative Holeographic 
finishing for those who want to ride in style.

PaD 
Spare inner Pad 
Ref. PAD 9286

SONAR

HELMETS

ConStruCtion I-MOLDING Technology. 
expanded polystyrene
sintered (EPS)   

Fit SyStEM Quick lock fit system

VEntiLation 25 Wind Tunnel vents

FEaturES Padding With Protective Net

WEiGHt 245gr (size S/M)

SiZE S/M 54/59cm
L/XL 58/63cm
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Inspired by the premium road racing helmets, Revol is 
the new model dedicated to the Junior category. Made to 
guarantee performance and extreme safety.

PaD 
Spare inner Pad 
Ref. PAD 9260

REVOL
ConStruCtion I-MOLDING Technology. 

Expanded polystyrene
sintered (EPS)

Fit SyStEM Quick lock fit system

VEntiLation 26 Wind Tunnel vents

FEaturES Padding With Protective Net

WEiGHt 240g

SiZE S 52/55cm
M 54/58cm

ref.9260

149148 HELMETS



REVOL

Specific for LADY 
and Junior

its bold lines combined with 
simplicity of forms make it an 
ergonomic and dynamic model for 
who does not want to give up on 
style. Thanks to its comfortable fit 
it is also perfect for women

149148 HELMETS
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TAIL LIGHT VISIBLE AT 200 METERS

151150150

LUXO

HELMETS



Innovative helmet of the Gist Helmet collection, 
that combines protection with very high visibility. 
Tail light integrated with injected reflex tubes on 
the sides to give 360   ° safety. USB charging port. 
Possibility of use with steady light or intermittently 
at varying degrees of intensity. Duration at full 
charge 6h

PaD 
Spare inner Pad 
Ref. PAD 9235

ConStruCtion I-MOLDING Technology. 
Expanded polystyrene
sintered (EPS)

Fit SyStEM Quick lock fit system

VEntiLation 18 Wind Tunnel vents

BattEry USB 500 Mha 
Long lasting up to 6h

WEiGHt 250g (S/M size)

SiZE S/M 52/58cm
L/XL 56/62cm

ref.9235

360 ° INTEGRATED LIGHT

151150 151
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HELMETS
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SLOPE

HELMETS



SLOPE, elegant and aggressive at the same time, 
redefines the concept of all-mountain / enduro 
helmet at a competitive price.
You won’t find a more breathable, ultralight and 
comfortable helmet for your entire days of riding!
GO BIG or GO HOME!

ConStruCtion I-MOLDING Technology. 
Expanded polystyrene
sintered (EPS) 

FEaturES Integrated Visor and chin guard

WEiGHt 650g (S/M size)
700g (L/XL size)

SiZE S/M 52/56cm
L/XL 56/61cm

ref.9550
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ref.9292

Maximum protection, compact design and occipital area 
more developed are the qualities of the new helmet Gist 
Kop. Double shell structure and different visor adjustments 
that perfectly complements the shape of the helmet, make 
Kop the ideal helmet for the most demanding riders.

PaD 
Spare inner Pad 
Ref. PAD 9292

KOP

HELMETS

ConStruCtion I-MOLDING Technology. 
Expanded polystyrene
sintered (EPS) 

Fit SyStEM Quick lock fit system

VEntiLation 14 Wind Tunnel vents

FEaturES Padding With Protective Net

WEiGHt 330gr (size S/M)

SiZE S/M 53/59cm
L/XL 58/62cm
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Maximum protection. The compact design, gives 
to ESK helmet, a captivating and solid appearance, 
thanks also to the integrated front visor which 
blends perfectly with the shape of the helmet.

Deeper occipital area for total protection.

PaD 
Spare inner Pad 
Ref. PAD 9291

ConStruCtion I-MOLDING Technology. 
Expanded polystyrene
sintered (EPS) 

Fit SyStEM Quick lock fit system

VEntiLation 23 Wind Tunnel vents

FEaturES Integrated Visor
Padding With Protective Net

WEiGHt 250g (S/M size)

SiZE S/M 52/58cm
L/XL 56/62cm

ref.9291

ESK
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The compact and enveloping shell of the Bullet helmet, 
ensures maximum protection, ventilation balanced with 
nine openings in the front and six in the rear pRef. The 
occipital quick lock fit system is precise and comfortable 
to use adjust. Independent front visor to be used in 
multiple disciplines.

PaD 
Spare inner Pad 
Ref. PAD 9296

159158

BULLET

HELMETS

ConStruCtion I-MOLDING Technology. 
Expanded polystyrene
sintered (EPS) 

Fit SyStEM Quick lock fit system

VEntiLation 15 Wind Tunnel vents

FEaturES Integrated Visor
Padding With Protective Net

WEiGHt 270g (S/M size)

SiZE S/M 54/59 cm
L/XL 58/62cm

ref.9296
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PaD 
Spare inner Pad 
Ref. PAD 9232

Steady or intermittent tail light, 23 air intakes for 
continuous recirculation, weight reduced and 
independent front visor are the features that make 
Planet One Plus the perfect helmet for every cyclist.

161160 HELMETS

ConStruCtion I-MOLDING Technology. 
Expanded polystyrene
sintered (EPS) 

Fit SyStEM Quick lock fit system

VEntiLation 23 Wind Tunnel vents

FEaturES Indipendent Visor
Padding With Protective Net
6 led Rear light

WEiGHt 212g (S/M size)

SiZE S/M 52/58cm
L/XL 56/62cm

ref.9232

PLANET
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PaD 
Spare inner Pad 
Ref. PAD 9231

Steady or intermittent tail light, 23 air intakes 
for continuous recirculation, weight reduced and 
independent front visor are the features that make 
Planet Plus the perfect helmet for every cyclist.

163162 HELMETS

ref.9231

PLANET
PLUS

ConStruCtion I-MOLDING Technology. 
Expanded polystyrene
sintered (EPS) 

Fit SyStEM Quick lock fit system

VEntiLation 23 Wind Tunnel vents

FEaturES Indipendent Visor
Padding With Protective Net
6 led Rear light

WEiGHt 212g (S/M size)

SiZE S/M 52/58cm
L/XL 56/62cm
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PaD 
Spare inner Pad 
Ref. PAD 9230

Entry-level version of the Planet helmet, perfect 
for those approaching cycling, but always looking 
for protection and style.

165164

PLANET

HELMETS

ConStruCtion I-MOLDING Technology. 
Expanded polystyrene
sintered (EPS) 

Fit SyStEM Quick lock fit system

VEntiLation 23 Wind Tunnel vents

FEaturES Padding With Protective Net

WEiGHt 212g (S/M size)

SiZE S/M 52/58cm
L/XL 56/62cm

ref.9230
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PaD 
Spare inner Pad 
Ref. PAD 9223

The Kontrol helmet with removable visor and 
retainer belt with micrometric adjustment is ideal 
for those who are starting to get passionate about 
the world of two wheels.

167166

ConStruCtion Expanded polystyrene
sintered (EPS) 

Fit SyStEM Quick lock fit system

VEntiLation 20 Wind Tunnel vents

FEaturES Indipendent Visor

WEiGHt 210g (S/M size)

SiZE S/M 52/58cm
L/XL 56/62cm

KONTROL

HELMETS

ref.9223
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PaD 
Spare inner Pad 
Ref. PAD 9239

Smart is the helmet for those who live the city 
on two wheels, whether it’s a bike or a scooter. 
Compact design and rear light (battery CR2032 
included) with high intensity to be visible up to 200 
meters make it indispensable for the quick urban 
journeys.

169168

SMART

HELMETS

ConStruCtion I-MOLDING Technology. 
Expanded polystyrene
sintered (EPS) 

Fit SyStEM Quick lock fit system

VEntiLation 14 Wind Tunnel vents

FEaturES Indipendent Visor
Padding With Protective Net
Rear light

WEiGHt 280g (S/M size)

SiZE S/M 52/58cm
L/XL 56/62cm

ref.9239
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171170 HELMETS

FaLL out
Fullface helmet, ideal for Enduro competitions
or for days spent in the Bike Park.

aLL in 1
Downhill All In 1 helmet: modular helmet for three 
different uses.

ConStruCtion I-MOLDING Technology. 
Expanded polystyrene
sintered (EPS) 

FEaturES Integrated Visor

WEiGHt 870g

SiZE S/M 53/56cm
L/XL 57/61cm

ref.8935

ConStruCtion ABS SPECIAL NYLON

FEaturES Spare pads

WEiGHt 667g

SiZE S/M 52/54cm
L/XL 58/62cm

ref.8938



BaCKFLiP HELMEt
Shell made of ABS, internal EPS 
padding, micrometrical
retainer belt, a versatile helmet 
suitable for:

SIZE: 
S/M - 49/54 cm
M/L - 54/59 cm
L/XL - 58/61 cm (solo Ref. 9240)

QUICK LOCK 
FIT SYSTEM

171170 HELMETS

ref.9240 BaCKFLiP BaCKFLiP PLuSref.9241

white black green viola black blu green



PaD 
Spare inner Pad 
Ref. PAD 9226

Large openings ensure optimal ventilation for 
demanding bikers, ideal for off road and street. 
With removable visor.

173172
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HELMETS

ConStruCtion I-MOLDING Technology. 
Expanded polystyrene
sintered (EPS) 

Fit SyStEM Quick lock fit system

VEntiLation 21 Wind Tunnel vents

FEaturES Indipendent Visor
Padding With Protective Net

WEiGHt 220g (XS/S size)

SiZE XS/S 47/52cm

ref.9226

JUNIOR



PaD 
Spare inner Pad 
Ref. PAD 9226

Large openings ensure optimal ventilation for 
demanding bikers, ideal for off road and street. 
With removable visor.
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HELMETS

ConStruCtion I-MOLDING Technology. 
Expanded polystyrene
sintered (EPS) 

Fit SyStEM Quick lock fit system

VEntiLation 21 Wind Tunnel vents

FEaturES Indipendent Visor
Padding With Protective Net

WEiGHt 220g (XS/S size)

SiZE XS/S 47/52cm

ref.9228

JUNIOR



HELMETS

WELLy
baby helmet

Helmet realized with i-molding technology. With rear 
light and micrometric adjustment. total protection for 
the little ones!

SIZE: 
XS/S 47/52cm  
S/M 52/56cm

TAIL
LIGHT

175174

ref.8560
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HELMETS

ESKy
baby helmet

EPS made helmet with micrometric adjustment, 
it guarantees safety and lightness to the little 

champions of tomorrow.

SIZE: 
XS/S 47/52cm  
S/M 52/56cm

175174

ref.8564
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HELMEt BaBy

HELMEt FLoPPy

Baby helmet with micrometric adjustment.

SIZE: 
XS/S 47/52cm 
S/M 52/56cm

Outmold technology PVC shell with EPS internal pad-
ding. Regulation with micrometric adjustment for the 
safety of the little ones.

Taglia: 
S 47/51cm

ref.8561

ref.8562
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EYEWEAR 179178

innovative technology
Sophisticated design
absolute protection

SPORTIVITY COMBINES WITH STYLE



Next is a fusion of 80’s retro fashion and an ambitious 
futuristic vision of EYEWEAR. The important detail is 
the versatility of use of his two soul, cause be unique is 
mandatory! Thanks to the Take-Up system it is possible 
to remove the lower frame of the lenses and wear NEXT 
in a version more minimalist.

matt fluo yellow
polish black

polish red
polish black

pop-art

matt black
polish black

polish light blue 
polish black

black&white

matt white
polish black

matt white
polish black

matt black
polish black

distinguish your style: aggressive or minimal

ref.9720

ref.9725

A bold and sophisticated profile with Grimalid a 
technopolymer material with polyamide structure 
based characterized by a shape memory, shock resi-
stance. technology that allows you to wear a hypo-
allergenic, light (33gr), resistant to different envi-
ronmental conditions and chemical agents glasses.
terminals and nose pad in ultra-grippy rubber for a 
total adaptability and incredible comfort.

The 3 interchangeable lenses Dark, Amber and Sheer 
grants 100% UV - UVA - UVB protection and 360° visibility 
for optimal field view.
All Next eyewear lenses are subjected to strict safety tests 
to guarantee to riders protection and quality.

EYEWEAR

PHotoCroMatiC
The Next PHOTOCHROMIC system allows the lenses, ex-
posed to UV radiation or sunlight, to initiate a reversible 
chemistry reaction leading to gradual darkening. To return 
to the initial grade of transparency when irradiation of light 
or UV rays disappears.

179178



aerodynamic development
avantguard design

Maximum protection

SPORTISH VIEW

EYEWEAR 181180



ref.9740

ref.9745

the lenses of tock glasses made by polycarbonate 
with 100% uVa, uVB and uV protection, has anti-
condensation holes that ensure constant optical 
quality. They minimize, reflections, sunlight, 
humidity, sweat and adverse weather conditions.

The conical and flexible terminals with the adjustable 
nose pad ensure a perfect wearability even in case 
of quick movements to pedal in total safety. Weight 
33g.

the 3 interchangeable lenses Dark, amber and Sheer 
grants 100% uV - uVa - uVB protection and 360° 
visibility for optimal field view.

the PHotoCHroMiC system allows the lenses, 
exposed to uV radiation or sunlight, to start 
a chemical reversible reaction that leads to a 
gradual darkening. to return to the initial grade of 
transparency when the irradiation of light or uV 
rays disappear.

matt black - red

matt black - light blue

matt black - black

photocromatic

PHotoCroMatiC

oPEnCLoSED

QUICK RELEASE FOR LENS 
REPLACEMENT

EYEWEAR

NEWNEW

NEWNEW

181180



EYEWEAR

AMAZINGLY MINIMAL

183182



EYEWEAR

ref.9730

Glasses with an extralight weight (25g) thanks to the 
polycarbonate single piece wide lens, raw cut with 
100% protection from uVa rays, uVB and uV.  the 
ultralight frame has a semi-open aerodinamic shape 
to facilitate the ventilation of the lens and prevent 
the formation of condensation. the details in non-
slip rubber on the terminals and on the nosepad 
make PaCK extremely comfortable even afterwards 
continuous hours of use.

ref.9735

the PHotoCHroMiC system allows the lenses, 
exposed to uV radiation or sunlight, to start a 
reversible chemical reaction leading to a gradual 
darkening, to return to the initial grade of 
transparency when the irradiation of light or uV 
rays disappear.

photocromatic

polish white - white

polish black - black

polish white - red

polish black - red

polish white - light blue

polish black - light blue

originality and style are combined with solid and 
refined materials for glasses with a minimal effect 
reinventing the concept of contemporary style. the 
large and comfortable enveloping lens combined with 
a ultralight frame give to Pack glasses a wide field of 
view for rides in total safety.

PHotoCroMatiC

183182



PUSHED TOWARDS INNOVATION

EYEWEAR 185184



ref.9750

ref.9755

the lenses of Factor glasses are in polycarbonate 
with 100% uVa, uVB and uV protection and anti-
condensation holes that ensure optical quality 
constant. They minimize, reflections, sunlight, 
humidity, sweat and adverse weather conditions. the 
conical and flexible terminals with adjustable nose 
pad ensure a perfect wearability even in the case of 
quick movements while pedaling for total safety.
Weight 31g.

the PHotoCHroMiC system allows the lenses, 
exposed to uV radiation or sunlight, to start a 
reversible chemical reaction leading to a gradual 
darkening, to return to the initial grade of 
transparency when the irradiation of light or uV 
rays disappear.

matt black - red

matt black - light blue

matt black - black

photocromatic

EyEWEar with an exclusive and ultra-modern design. Perfect 
for those looking for protection, comfort and personality. 
Model with geometric lines enhanced by rigid lenses that 

make Factor a trendy sports EyEWEar.
this thanks to the combination of the lightweight frame with 

structured lenses to get the most from the field view.

EYEWEAR

PHotoCroMatiC

185184



EYEWEAR

DESiGn
EFFiCEnCy

StyLE

187186



the lenses of Photo glasses react to constantly changing external light conditions, which move into a gradual 
darkening. once the light irradiation disappears, the lens gradually returns to its initial grade of transparency.

it allows the athlete to focus solely on performance by forgetting about weather forecasts.

white

black

black

yellow fluo

ref.9630

ultralight frame made by a special tr90 
composition of nylon and Carbon Fiber. the main 
feature is a 20% reduction of weight compared 
to conventional materials. Offers also greater 
resistance to accidental impacts resulting in a 
longer duration over time.

the design has a strong racing personality with 
aerodynamics specs, cause the cyclist and the 
runner know very well that even the smallest 
detail can make the difference, it has a total weight 
of 24 grams. the nose pads in soft hypoallergenic 
rubber are adjustable to offer the perfect fit to 
every facial feature.

Every detail of the Photo model is studied in 
the minimum details such as, for example, the 
structure of the lenses that allows the perfect flow 
of air and maximum protection at the same time.
the lenses of the Photo glasses are subjected to 
stringent safety tests to guarantee to who they 
wear it protection and quality.

ref.9635

Black version available with 3 LEnSES Kit:
dark, transparent, amber (not Photocromatic)

nEW

3 LEnti

PHotoCroMatiC

SuitaBLE For SMaLL FaCES - LaDy anD Junior

EYEWEAR 187186



Via Balegante 6
31039 Riese Pio X (TV) - Italy

gist-cycling.com


